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Noninvasive Nebulizer No-Needle Mesotherapy
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Theroy

No-Needle Mesotherapy is the new technolgy which used wisespread from Japan,Korea
and USA It use pressure atomizing handle to help the skin absorb nutrients. To inject the
beauty product into the skin base layer through the pressure without needles, so that it
can maximize the beauty products info the basal layer of skin,effectively increase the
effect of beauty products.

Advantage
1. wrinkle removal, anti-aging
2.eye skin lifting
3. skin tightening
4.skin rejuvenation
5.Micro mark or no mark after nursing
6.No needle care wihtout a sense of fear water

Specification

1.Product name: Noninvasive Nebulizer
2.Voltage Input 110V-240V , 50-60Hz
3.Max Power: 160W
4.Standby Power :2W

Package Listing

Main Device X 1
Voltage adapter X 1
Disposable Sterile Ampoule X 1
Chinese User Manual X 1
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Operation

1.Plug in the item, and then turn it on to check if the power bottom can light up correctly or
not.

2.Use Ampoule Bottle extract 0-30UL produce,how much you need to extract according to
different people’s need.

3.Check the ampoule bottle has bubble in it or not.if yes,plesae flick the bottle,let it come
into the top of the bottle,and then driven the push rob,remove the bubble.

4.Let the ampoule bottle vertical and coarct to your skin.(like the picture show.)
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5.After extract the produce.ajust the white plastic 90 CCW after you press the bottom
each time,it will push the produce out 1.5UL-2.5UL each time, and then continue.

.

Caution

1.Do not use hand to press the treatment area. It is the normal situation that the area with red

point or little dorps of blood.it will recover after 1-2 weeks, it is according to the situation of

different people’s body

2.Please do not make up after you use it in 2 days. Less exercise,apply more mask.

3.The people who made a operation can not use it. The people who put in a false tooth can not

use it. The people has white blood and skin allergy can not use it.

4.Please do not use unguent by yourself and not not touch the treatment to avoid infect.

5.Can not use the ampoule bottle any more after you used it.
6.Please use it according to the operation show, do not keep pree the bottom, otherwise,
the handle will become hot and stop working. After it cool down, it will going work.
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